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The components
of Microsoft Azure
Microsoft Azure is a comprehensive set of services that together make up the public cloud offering
that enables Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
Azure App Service is the Application Platform as a Service (aPaaS; see http://www.gartner.com/
it-glossary/application-platform-as-a-service-apaas) that is part of the larger PaaS platform. It
consists of Logic Apps, API Apps, Web Apps and Mobile Apps.
Azure Logic Apps (together with API Apps) is Microsoft’s Integration Platform as a Service (iPaaS;
http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/information-platform-as-a-service-ipaas).
Microsoft Azure in general makes it possible to host packaged applications, custom applications
and composite applications (a combination of functionalities provided by multiple different
applications) in the public cloud or in hybrid scenarios.

Logic Apps, together with API Apps and API Management, provides the functionalities for
Enterprise Application Integration (EAI), Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), Business Process
Management (BPM) and Business-to-Business (B2B) communications.
That all sounds great, but what is the actual business value of Microsoft Azure Logic Apps?
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Common
integration
needs
• In most organizations, automated business

• A history of mergers and acquisitions:

process functionalities are not provided by

When a company has not grown organically,

one application. Depending on the following

chances of ending up with a multitude of

factors, the application landscape can
become very complex:
• Complexity of the operations: Because

different applications are big.
• A best of breed approach: Many companies have this approach where the best

of the very nature of operations of a com-

application for each particular purpose is

pany, one or two applications do not suffice

chosen.

to support the business processes.
Application landscapes like the following are not uncommon:

As can be seen, most applications are logically

• Creating composite applications:

linked to each other. You will certainly recog-

Business processes are often not set in

nize this. There are many reasons why these

stone. And they often use cross application

links have to be created. The following are the

functionalities. In order to create new or

most important:

improve existing business processes,

• Keeping master data in sync: Many

application functionalities and services need

applications manage the same kind of

to be combined in smart ways.

information, for example article, customer

• Involving 3rd parties in your automated

and employee information, but in different

business processes: Supply or demand

places. To get a single version of the truth,

chain integration makes your processes

this information has to be kept in sync and

more efficient. This can be done through

centrally managed.

B2B integration of your suppliers, customers
and logistics providers.
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• Surfacing data and processes in portals

• Surfacing business intelligence:

and apps: In order to provide central, web

Intelligence gathered from underlying

and app based access to application data

(composite) business processes, applicati-

and processes and give access to many

ons and databases needs to be surfaced in

(incidental) users, these data and processes

dashboards by means of key performance

have to be integrated in a structured way.

indicators (KPI).

And as can be expected, there are also numerous lines between these applications that are not
automated. In these cases your company’s employees actually manually copy-and-paste or
re-enter information from one screen to another. This is called “alt-tab” or “swivel chair” integration. As can be imagined, these manual integrations are slow, error prone and prevent straightthrough processing (STP).
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The real
business value
of integration
In order to survive during worsening economic climates and preferably grow in better economic
times, organizations have to continually innovate and improve business processes and business
models. Sometimes it is even necessary to undergo a digital transformation. To facilitate this,
companies get to rely more and more on integrated, automated systems. Some of these systems
are still hosted in your own datacenter, but more and more IT solutions are also running in the
cloud. IT resources should be involved as such, that they provide the greatest business value to
the organization.
The following is a list of themes that can help

providers directly and electronically in your

improve business processes and thus your bot-

business processes, major efficiency gains

tom line and will prove the actual business

can be accomplished by eliminating manual

value of an iPaaS solution such as Microsoft
Azure Logic Apps:
• Creating value add on top of SaaS

processes.
• Composite business processes: By
combining functionalities provided by

applications: Most SaaS applications, such

various applications and (cloud) services

as SalesForce and Dynamics CRM Online

into even better business processes and

are one-size-fits-all applications because of

thus enhancing overall usability and effici-

their very multi-tenant, “commodity” nature.

ency, composite applications can be created

By integrating these applications with other

without the need for modifications to

(on-premise) applications or cloud services,
more value add can be created by suppor-

existing applications.
• Business process management: Gartner

ting your unique business processes in a

says the following about BPM: “Business

better fashion.

managers and knowledge workers today are

• Leverage existing investments in

being asked to make faster and better

applications: Large investments have

decisions and to ‘do more with less’ in an

typically been made in company-wide ERP

ever-changing business context, but cannot

implementations and other best-of-breed

do so without improved visibility into their

applications. Most likely, these applications

operations and environments. To meet this

are not going to be written off any time

challenge, leading organizations are seeking

soon. By integrating the applications with

to make their business operations more

others, the life expectancy and usefulness of

intelligent by integrating analytics into their

the existing applications will be enhanced.

processes and the applications that enable

• Supply and demand chain integration:
By involving your business partners such as
suppliers, large customers and logistics

them”. The BPM features of Azure App
Service can certainly facilitate this.
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• Agility through flexibility: By implemen-

mers’ needs. Aligning your processes with

ting visually designed business process

the customers processes makes your

flows and the accompanying business rules

company a much better player in a highly

it becomes much easier to change business

competitive market.

processes and adjust them to your custo-

Customer expectations
Technology

Globalization

Competition

Customer needs
Partner requirements
24x7 mobility
Mergers & Acquisitions
Channels

Macroeconomics

• Time-to-market: Instead of waiting for

Marketplace

Regulation

• Channel renewal: By adding more modern

your application vendors to modify and or

ways of interacting with your organization,

add functionalities to your applications, you

more and different groups of customers can

are in control by adjusting or creating

be attracted. For example, providing the

(composite) business processes by either

means to interact through portals, smart-

adding or modifying (plain English) business

phones and apps can be accomplished

rules or visually re-designing process flows.

through smart integration of applications.

Basically, this is all about enabling Gartner’s pace-layered application model
(see http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/pace-layered-application-strategy).
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How can
Azure Logic Apps
help you?
By implementing Azure Logic Apps sitting in-between your applications, apps and portals, you can
eliminate manual and direct, oftentimes hard coded integration lines (spaghetti) between them and
create a more manageable layered integration platform (lasagna) applying a loosely coupled,
service oriented design. And of course new integrations can be created that were previously
impossible because App Service has built-in Connectors (API Apps) for all kinds of systems,
databases and platforms, even for IBM mainframes, Oracle databases and other non-Microsoft
environments. Both old and new ways of integrating are supported. That is crucial, because this is
the reality in most organizations:

2014+

APIs

2010

Cloud

2000s

SOA

1990s

Web

1980s

Client-Server

1970s

Mainframe

Evolution...
but all still
part of
production
solutions in
most
companies

Azure Logic Apps provides the following key functionalities that can help address your
integration needs:
• Enterprise Application Integration (EAI):

keeping their own databases. This facilitates

Connect multiple different applications,

event driven data streams between applica-

hosted in their own infrastructure and

tions and processes.
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• Business-to-Business (B2B) Integration:
Integrate your suppliers, customers and
logistics providers in your end-to-end

means of workflows, business rules and
business intelligence.
• Cloud integration: Create hybrid solutions

business processes, thereby creating more

that span applications hosted in your own

efficient supply and demand chains by

datacenter and running in the cloud, thereby

means of standardized electronic business

adding significant value add to the one-size-

transactions.

fits-all SaaS solutions used by every

• Business Process Orchestration (BPO):
Visually design and execute business
processes that expose composite functionalities hosted in many different applications

company these days.
• App integration: Expose your business
services to mobile users.
• APIs: Expose your business services and

and services, thereby creating new “virtual”

data through APIs and make it possible to

applications.

open up new revenue streams.

• Business Process Management (BPM):
Visually design, host and continually
improve composite business processes by
For each of the above integration themes real-world, proven patterns and practices have been
developed and fine-tuned during the past decade that are used every day by system integrators
(SI) specialized in implementing the Microsoft Application Platform technologies.
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Conclusion
Integration is key in complex application
landscapes. It provides the means to improve
your time-to-market and business process
efficiency. At the same time it improves the
manageability of your processes and provides
real-time operational insight. Microsoft Azure
Logic Apps is a key component in Microsoft
Azure to provide the features and functionalities
to address your common integration needs,
including Enterprise Application Integration
(EAI), Business-to-Business (B2B) integration,
Business Process Orchestration (BPO),
Business Process Management (BPM), Cloud-,
App- and API- integration. At the center of your
application landscape it provides valuable
capabilities to improve your business agility
and in the end your bottom line.
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